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In contrast to the mercurial Possmi \incenzo
Bellini (1801-1835) was an exquisite romantic
figure dealing "with exquisite romantic stories an
operatic equivalent to Chopin who much admired
him His delicate sinuous vocal line (in the anas)
and brilliant acrobatics In the final sections (ciba
lettas) require singers of the utmost accomplish
ment to do them justice although his music is
never as florid as Kossmis His moat typical
and popular works are probably La Sonnamlula
(1831) Norma (1831) and I Puntatn (1835) The
first is a tender homely country story the second
an almost heroic lyrical drama of sacrifice and the
third a rather unsatisfactory historical story re
deemed by its appealing music ie the past few
years singers of the calibre of Mana Callas Joan
Sutherland Guiletta Simionato and Marilyn
Home have brought Belhni b opens a popularity
almost equal to that they enjoyed at the time they
were ratten
Gaetano Donizetti (1707-1848) was an even
more prolific operatic composer than BossJm
He wrote &t least 75 worls mostly for the Italian
stage several of which such as Alfredo il Grande
or Emilia di Liverpool are never likely to be re
vived but during the past few years with the
renewed interest hi what are called the Ottocento
operas many of his serious operas have been
resuscitated and found as enjoyable in perfor
mance as his more frequently heard comedies
He w<is a well grounded musician and although
his invention is often criticised for being too tied
to the conventions of his day performances often
belie this reputation his dramatic instinct proving
sure Ztt«a di Lammermoor because of the
chances it oflers to a coloratura soprano with tragic
pretensions has always held the stage and of late
Lucrezia Hwga Anna, Botena La Faxorda and
Pohuto have all been successfully revived
Of his lighter works the comedies LElisir
d Amore and Don Pasguale have never declined in
popularity One of his last worts was I/mda di
Cfiamcmix (1842) which he wrote for Vienna
where it aroused such enthusiasm that the
Emperor appointed him Court Composer and
Master of the Imperial Chapel
French Opera
The taste in Paris was for more and more lavish
productions Following Spontinl (1774-1861)
whose works were comparatively austere came
Halevy (179S-1862) and Giacomo Meyerbeer
(1791-1864) whose operas contain all the ingre
dients that came to be expected of Grand
Opera —spectacle huge ensembles showpieces
for the soloists and extended if superfluous ballet
Drawing from Italian, German and French tradi
tions Meyerbeer s music contained everything the
public wanted yet today they are seldom re-
vived perhaps because his creative powers were
essentially derivative yet when they are given
operas like Lea Huguenots Le Prophite and
L Afncavne still have the power to fascinate and
his Influence on his successors notably Wagner
was considerable
Italian opera in Oie 19th cent culminated in the
works of Giuseppe Verdi (1818-1801) who rose
from a peasant background to become his conn
try's most noted composer as well as something
of a natural hero during the period of the Blsorgi
mento His earliest works indeed often roused
hte hearers to patriotic fervour j?or instance
Nabweo (1842) with its theme of an oppressed
people seeking deliverance was treated as a
symbol of the Italians' fight for freedom
Musically Verdi developed out of all recognition
during the course of his long career The con
tlnnoualy flowing structure of hta last two operas
OteUo and Falstaff la very fer removed from Che
start-stop formulas, inherited from his piedeces
flora of mb flist works; yet even, they are touched,
jn harmonic subtleties, orchestral felicities and a
sense of drama by a spark of genius a burning
inspiration that Bets him apart from all other
 operatic composers Er,iani (1844) I due Foscan
(1844) and Lmsa bltller (1849) all have foretastes
of glories to come even if as a whole they are flawed
dramis and these gilley years as Verdi him
self later described them gave him the essential
know how to produce hie later greater operas as
•well as establishing him incontrovertibly as the
most popular Italian composer of the time
However it was with RtgoMo (1861) II
Troiaiffre (1853) and La Tramata (1853) that
Verdi first really staked Sis claim to immortality
In these pieces his increasing dramatic master^
are married to a wonderful flow of lyrical melouy
at the same time controlled by a fine musical
sensibility They were followed by four operas—
Simon Boccancora (1857) Vn Hallo in Maschera
(1858) La Form del Destine (1862) and Macbeth
(revised version 1865)—in which Verdi overcame
complexities of story line by his continually
developing musical powers This period is
crowned by Don Carlos (written for the Paris
Opera 1867) a masterly exercise in combining
private and public situations in a single grand
and characterful work In some respects Verdi
never surpassed the subtlety of his writing in this
opera Aida (1871) carried on the process but the
characterisation in this ever popular piece is less
refined than m Don Carlos if the grandeur of the
design is more spectacular
The success of Otello (1887) owes nearly as much
to the shu of Boito whose literary ability com
bined with musical knowledge (he was himself a
composer) presented "Verdi with an ideal libretto
for his seamless music in which the drama moves
inevitably to its tragic end Eecitative aria
ensemble are fused m a single swiftly moving
music drama which in its very different way
equals that of Wagner falstaff (1893) achieves
the same success in the field of comic opera a
brilliant mercurial ending to a distinguished
career If Verdi had written only these two final
masterpieces his place in musical history would
be assured
Brahms
Brahms (1838-1897) has justly been described
as a romantic spirit controlled by a classical
intellect for while complying with most of the
formal regulations of sonata form he imbued them
with an emotional content that accorded with his
tune Indeed Schumann declared that he was the
one man who would be singled out to make
articulate In an ideal way the highest expression
of our time
Perhaps in his chamber music will be found the
quintessence of his art The piano and clarinet
quintets the two stung sextets the horn trio and
the violin sonatas all are designed on a large scale
yet the expression remains intimate the design
and structure clear
The symphonies and concertos though remain
hia most popular works they are part of the solid
repertory of every orchestra and most piano and
violin players In the world Their high serious
ness constant lyrical beauty and control of form
are deeply satisfying They do not provide the
extremes of passion and excitement provided by
his contemporaries but their study provides con
tinuous absorption and delight The double
concerto for vioHn and cello deserves a mention as
a unique work in music
Brahms wrote more than two hundred songs in
which the desire for melodic beauty takes piece
dence over the words and meaning Many are set
to poor poetry but hidden away are still some un
explored treasures and the Four Serious Bones at
least are tragic masterpieces In a lighter vein
tie two sets of jAebeslieder Wateet- for four voices
are irresistible, The choral Eeaulem too Is a
fine work
Bruckner
In recent years Bruckner s reputation vis a-vis
his great contemporary Brahms has been en
hanced in England The old conception of him

